
PERSONAL AND COLLECTIVE UNCONSCIOUS

Jung () outlined an important feature of the personal unconscious called Jung and Freud is Jung's notion of the
collective (or transpersonal) unconscious.

Phobias Genetic memory may explain specific phobias, a fear of a specific object, or of certain situations. For
example, the claim that altruism is more likely to occur if two people are related has been heavily studied. The
unconscious, according to Freud, was based on the theory of repression. However, Jung had different
opinions. Most of Jung's assumptions of his analytical psychology reflect his theoretical differences with
Freud. Quoting Jung, Collected Works, Vol. In this sense, they express universal tendencies in man. The
personal interpretation would have to admit that he is rightâ€”and yet it would be quite wrong. For Jung the
purpose of psychic energy was to motivate the individual in a number of important ways, including spiritually,
intellectually, and creatively. For Jung, the ultimate aim of every individual is to achieve a state of selfhood
similar to self-actualisation , and in this respect, Jung like Erikson is moving in the direction of a more
humanist orientation. Thanks for your feedback! Jung also believed that the personal unconscious was much
nearer the surface than Freud suggested and Jungian therapy is less concerned with repressed childhood
experiences. Jungian Archetypes Archetypes Jung, are images and thoughts which have universal meanings
across cultures which may show up I dreams, literature, art or religion. Here we find ourselves much closer to
the formal factor [synchronicity] which, as I have said, has nothing to do with brain activity. Modern man in
search of his soul. The ego is just one small portion of the self, however; Jung believed that consciousness is
selective, and the ego is the part of the self that selects the most relevant information from the environment
and chooses a direction to take based on it, while the rest of the information sinks into the unconscious. He
believed the libido was not just sexual energy, but instead generalized psychic energy. Psychological types.
Please try again. Collective Unconscious Collective Unconscious The collective unconscious is a term coined
by psychoanalyst Carl Jung and refers to the unconscious mind shared by all of humanity. This is his most
original and controversial contribution to personality theory. The psyche of a woman contains masculine
aspects the animus archetype , and the psyche of a man contains feminine aspects the anima archetype. It is the
present and the future, which in his view was the key to both the analysis of neurosis and its treatment. It was
also an individual's motivational source for seeking pleasure and reducing conflict Theory of the Unconscious
Like Freud and Erikson Jung regarded the psyche as made up of a number of separate but interacting systems.
Just as the constellations were projected into the heavens, similar figures were projected into legends and
fairytales or upon historical persons. Jung claimed to identify a large number of archetypes but paid special
attention to four. This is the animal side of our personality like the id in Freud. There would seem, then, to be
no definitive decision procedure for determining the exact boundaries of an individual archetype. The very
instincts that make us human have developed over a huge span of time; these instincts have taught us to run
and hide when we are in danger and to recognize signs of danger or fear through physiological signs like
breathing hard or shaking. How a person relates to the external world is, according to Jung, determined by
their levels of extroversion or introversion and how they make use of the functions of thinking, feeling,
sensation, and intuition. For Jung, our primitive past becomes the basis of the human psyche, directing and
influencing present behavior. Before such thing happens, we should learn about our unconscious side and
learn how to control it. Thank you, , for signing up. Discussed in Shelburne, Mythos and Logos p. However,
dream analysis continues to be an important part of some psychotherapy, and there is widespread popular
interest in the meaning of dreams. Psychologists like Hans Eysenck and Raymond Cattell have subsequently
built upon this. Our personal consciousness is made up of the thoughts, beliefs, behaviors and ideas that make
us who we are. Freud, on the other hand, often suggested that specific symbols represent specific unconscious
thoughts. Follow me on Facebook , LinkedIn , and Twitter to share my blogs with the color energies you work
with! Quoting Jung, Collected Works vol. So above and beyond any brand personality associations created by
Red Bull's marketing efforts, the image of the bull itself conveys iconographic power and message. The
present world situation is calculated as never before to arouse expectations of a redeeming, supernatural event.
This is because it is difficult to scientifically prove that images of mythology and other cultural symbols are
inherited and present at birth. The personal sphere of consciousness is a different beast entirely.


